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Preferences Main »» Graphics indication method 

 

Graphics indication method

Do you want to use of LightBox ? 

 

When you want to use Lightbox for 

indication of an image,you choose it.

Yes No nmlkji nmlkj

An addition tag for LightBox 

 

You appoint an addition tag becoming 

LightBox judgment.

rel="lightboxM"

A LightBox tool directory 

 

In LightBox tool storage,designated 

with a pass from XOOPS installation?

iFirst '/' is necessary,and last '/' is 

unnecessary?j

/modules/myalbum/LightboxPlus

A LightBox execute file name 

 

You appoint a LightBox file name with 

a pass from LightBox tool directory 

ahead?iFirst '/' is necessary?j

/lightbox_plus_common.php

A Lightbox indication object and a 

file extension to do 

 

You divide extension of files in '|' like 

'jpg|jpeg|gif|png',and please input it. 

You appoint it by a small letter 

entirely,and please do not put a period 

and a blank.

jpg|jpeg|gif|png

Judgment of a capital letter small 

letter of file extension 

 

It judges a capital letter small letter to 

choose it 'yes' here separately.

Yes No nmlkj nmlkji

Do you want to use a 

JavaScript:window.open ? 

 

When you want to work to open with a 

new window by JavaScript,you choose 

it.

Yes No nmlkji nmlkj

File extensions to intend for which 

opens with a new window 

 

You divide extension of files in '|' like 

'pdf|....',and please input it. 

You appoint it by a small letter 

entirely,and please do not put a period 

pdf
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and a blank.

An option at creating a new 

window 

 

You can appoint an option when it 

generates a new window newly. It is a 

parameter of Window.Open of a 

JavaScript.

SCROLLBARS=1,RESIZABLE=1,TOOLBAR=0,MENUBAR=0,LOCATION=0,DIRECTORIES=0,STATUS=0

A name of a new window 

 

It is a name of a new window,but it is 

made newly by all means when it is a 

blank.

WinPDF

URL of a file to load with a new 

window 

 

You can appoint an object file in the 

case of no appointment directly.

A matching search string of new 

window URL 

 

A search string for substitution to be 

included in file URL to load with a new 

window

/images2007/

A replacement character string of 

new window URL 

 

A replacement character string of URL 

of a file to load with a new window

/image2007/openwin.php?file=
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